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A B S T R A C T

Ingested foreign bodies, food bolus impaction, migration or retention of medical devices are frequent, in children as well as in adults. Most of these foreign bodies will naturally pass through the gastrointestinal tract. Complications are rare but sometimes severe (oesophageal perforations are the most frequent and most feared). We aimed to review the literature on therapeutic management of digestive foreign bodies and food bolus impaction, with special focus on endoscopic indications, material, timing and techniques for removal. The role of the gastroenterologist is to recognise specific situations and to plan endoscopic removal in a timely manner with the most adequate conditions and extraction tools. Risk factors and underlying pathology, for example eosinophilic esophagitis, must be investigated and if necessary treated.

© 2012 Editrice Gastroenterologica Italiana S.r.l. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Foreign body ingestion (127,000 a year in the USA) and food bolus impaction frequently occur [1] and represent about 4% of all emergency endoscopies [2]. Clinical situations are varied and require a skilled operator with adapted extraction tools. We reviewed the literature on therapeutic management of digestive foreign body and food bolus impaction, with special focus on endoscopic indications, material, timing and techniques for removal. The specific cases of sword swallowers [3] and rectal foreign bodies [4] will not be detailed herein.

2. Epidemiology

2.1. Children

Seventy-five percent of foreign bodies are ingested by children younger than 5 years old [1]. Coins, buttons, plastic pieces, batteries and bones are far more frequent than the expected toys [5,6]. Ten percent of children experience a recurrent ingestion [7]. Underlying oesophageal diseases are likely to be seen in children with foreign body impaction (more than 80% in some series, including 53% of patients with eosinophilic oesophagitis) [8]. Only 10–20% require endoscopic removal, while less than 1% will need surgery for foreign body extraction or to treat a complication [9].

2.2. Adults

Foreign body ingestion is accidental in more than 95% of adult cases, and food-related (food impaction, animal bones, toothpicks) in two thirds of cases (steakhouse syndrome, Figs. 1–3) [2]. Fish bones are the most frequent in Asia [10,11]. Coins are the most frequent non-alimentary foreign body ingested by adults [12]. Accidental ingestion also sometimes occurs during dental procedures. Voluntary foreign body ingestion are sometimes seen in psychiatric patients (Figs. 4–6) [13], in prisoners (seeking some secondary gain with access to a medical facility) and in drug dealers (also known as “drug-mules” or “bodypackers”). Underlying diseases facilitating foreign body impactions are frequent (more than 30% [2], including dentures, pre-existing oesophageal disorders (eosinophilic esophagitis in 10% [14], oesophageal motor disturbances, stenosis and diverticulae) (Figs. 1 and 2).
2.2.1. Digestive segments at risk of complication, with relation to indication and timing

Although 80% of foreign bodies can pass through naturally (in adults as well as in children [15]), some will remain blocked in the narrower segments of the digestive tract.

The oesophagus is the most frequent site of blockage (50–75%) [2,10]. Foreign bodies impacted in the oesophagus are particularly at risk of complication because of its thin wall and because of numerous physiological (cricopharyngeal sphincter, aortic arch and diaphragmatic hiatus) and putative non-physiological narrowings (oesophagus atresia or stenosis, cardial achalasia, cancer, post-surgical or congenital modification of anatomy [16,17]). The risk of complication is 25% higher in the upper oesophagus than in other sites [18] Working space is limited, particularly in the cervical oesophagus (Fig. 3). Moreover, the vicinity of vital organs around the oesophagus makes many complications life-threatening [19,20]. These anatomic and high-risk features lead to remove any object without delay particularly in the following conditions: (i) involvement of the upper third oesophagus; (ii) symptoms of complete obstruction; (iii) at-risk objects (such as sharp foreign bodies or batteries) [21]. In such emergency cases, the endoscopic removal should not be delayed whether the stomach is empty or full. Any other foreign body lodged in the oesophagus should be managed within the 24 h following the ingestion [21], because the risk of complication increases by 2 and by 7 fold with oesophageal retention lasting 24 and 72 h, respectively [18].

Foreign bodies that have reached the stomach have a chance to be evacuated spontaneously, while the thickness of the gastric wall limits the risk of perforation. Therefore, endoscopic removal is recommended only for dangerous foreign body to avoid them passing the duodenal curve [21]. Blunt and small objects should be extracted only if they are still present after 3–4 weeks [21].

When a sharp foreign body has passed the pylorus, perforation may occur especially in duodenum [22,23], or at the ileocaecal valve [24] or sometimes in a Meckel diverticulum [25–27]. A blunt object remaining in the duodenum should be removed within 8 days to
Fig. 2. 32 year-old male patient with first episode of food bolus impaction (meat). (A) Food bolus is located at the lower third of the oesophagus; a ringed trachea-like appearance of eosinophilic esophagitis is noticed; (B–E) a 4-prong grasper is used to breakdown and to extract the food bolus; (D) after complete removal of the food bolus, a stricture is clearly visible; (E) biopsies are performed. A diagnostic of eosinophilic esophagitis was confirmed.

limit the risk of ischaemia [21]. Sharp objects that passed the duodenal curve should be followed with daily radiographs, and surgical removal should be considered if the foreign body does not progress in 3 days [28].

3. Management

3.1. Initial evaluation

3.1.1. Clinical evaluation

The majority of patients remain asymptomatic following foreign body ingestion (up to 50% in paediatric series) [29]. This diagnosis should be suspected if symptoms such as dysphagia, vomiting, blood-stained saliva, hypertialorrhea, wheezing and/or respiratory distress are present in a patient unable to report the ingestion (nonverbal children, patients with psychiatric disorders or mental retardation) [21]. Patients may localise discomfort with poor correlation to the site of impaction [1,21]. Signs of esophageal obstruction with inability to manage secretion need an urgent endoscopic retrieval [21]. Esophageal perforation may cause cervical crepitus, neck swelling or pneumomediastinum. Generally, when a foreign body has passed the oesophagus, it does not cause symptoms unless a complication occurs (obstruction or perforation).

3.1.2. Radiological evaluation

For patients with non-bony food impaction without complications, an endoscopy may be performed without any radiological work-out [21]. In other cases, X-ray examinations are used to assess the presence and number of radiopaque foreign body, their locations, sizes and shapes (Fig. 6) and to determine if obstruction
or perforation is present (Fig. 7). Biplane neck, chest or abdominal radiographs, as appropriate, are often sufficient, and CT scans are rarely needed [21,30]. Interestingly, coins or batteries display the same circular appearance: a lateral view of the foreign body helps to differentiate a coin from a battery, because of a 2-step border in the latter. However, ingestions of radiolucent foreign bodies are not rare (22 and 36% in adult and paediatric large cohorts, respectively [11,29]), and are related to bony and non-bony food bolus impactions in most cases [11]. Contrast studies should not be performed as they delay urgent endoscopies, or interfere with endoscopic visualisation [2]. Barium is contra-indicated when perforation is suspected, whereas hypertonic contrast agents can cause acute pulmonary oedema if aspirated [2]. Thus, when needed, CT scan exploration should be preferred to X-ray contrast study for evaluation of non-radiopaque objects [21,30].

3.2. Initial procedural management

3.2.1. Information and consent

When foreign body extraction is considered, then the procedure and the risks involved with the location, nature and shape of the foreign body have to be explained to the patient. This can be a challenging situation in psychiatric patients or in prisoners. Informed consent must be obtained. In a series of 414 cases in a tertiary care centre, signed consent was refused in only three cases [2].

3.2.2. Sedation

In most cases, upper gastro-intestinal endoscopy can be managed with conscious sedation (87% of cases in a series of 414 adult patients) [2]. The patient must be lying on their left side, with the head slightly lowered, to reduced inhalation risks. However, in difficult cases (younger children, poor patient tolerance, multiple objects, anticipation of difficult extraction, or when rigid oesophagoscopy is needed), general anaesthesia with endotracheal intubation for airway protection is more appropriate, usually performed with a rapid sequence induction technique because of a full stomach.

3.3. Endoscopic and ancillary equipment

3.3.1. Endoscopes

In a child of less than 1 year-old, a nasogastric tube with an external diameter inferior to 6 mm should be used although it restricts the choice of operating devices. A 2 mm channel accepts only small polypectomy retrieval nets (diameter of 20 mm), polypectomy snares, or Dormia baskets.

In adults, standard flexible endoscopes (9.8 mm diameter scope, 2.8 mm diameter single channel) or therapeutic endoscopes (>3.2 mm diameter single channel) are used in most cases. Double-channel endoscopes permit a combination of devices (Fig. 6). Small-calibre endoscopes, via a transnasal approach, are sometimes needed [21]. Enteroscopes can be used when a sharp foreign body has passed the Treitz angle or for prolonged retention of bulky objects (capsules for instance) [31].

Rigid hypopharyngoscope with compatible forceps can be used for foreign body extraction in a hypopharyngeal or upper oesophageal sphincter location (Fig. 8). The main benefit is a large working channel with stronger grasping possibilities [32]. If the foreign body has stopped further, rigid oesophagoscopy can avoid repeated oesophageal intubations when fragmentation of a food bolus would otherwise be difficult with a flexible endoscope. However, complication rates are higher with rigid oesophagoscopy (10%) than with flexible endoscopy (5%) [33]. It is therefore recommended that otolaryngologists attempt rigid esophagoscopy for foreign body retrieval only when flexible endoscopy has failed.

3.4. Retrieval devices [34]

The most frequently used retrieval devices are rat-rooth and alligator forceps, tripong graspers, Dormia baskets, retrieval nets
and polypectomy snares (Table 1) [34]. The choice of the retrieval device is determined by the size and shape of the foreign body, by the endoscope length and instrument channel and by the endoscopist’s preference and habits. Magnetic retrievers are no longer used because foreign bodies are often lost during retrieval [34].

3.4.1. Retrieval forceps
Standard biopsy forceps are often inadequate because of their small opening width, but they can be efficient for small and soft objects (Fig. 9). There is a large variety of other jaw configurations: rat-tooth, alligator-tooth or shark-tooth forceps. The rat-tooth forceps is the most commonly used. A rubber-tip forceps can be useful for small hard objects, such as pins, needles or blades. Most of these devices are reusable, making their use inexpensive.

3.4.2. Retrieval graspers
Graspers can have 2–5 prongs. They can be useful to retrieve soft objects, such as food bolus impaction (Fig. 2), but must not be used for harder or heavy objects because the grip is not secure enough.
Fig. 5. same patient as in Fig. 4, seen a few months later, and referred for voluntary ingestion of glass fragments. Glass fragments were seen in the oesophagus, in the stomach and (A) in the duodenum; (B) a latex hood is attached to the tip of a standard gastroscope, (C) and flipped over the scope; (D,E) a glass fragment is grabbed with a rotative hemispheric basket, (F) and safely removed along the oesophagus, as the latex hood has unfurled over the basket while passing the cardia, thus protecting the digestive wall during withdrawal; (G) a total of six glass fragments were found and removed from the upper digestive tract in the same session. 48 h admission, uneventful outcome.

Table 1
Main characteristics of most widely used retrieval devices for endoscopic extraction of ingested foreign bodies and food bolus impaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval devices</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Specific aspects</th>
<th>Usual cost*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snares</td>
<td>-Oval</td>
<td>1 cm × 1.5 cm to 3 cm × 6 cm</td>
<td>105–240 cm</td>
<td>Single use or reusable devices available</td>
<td>+ to +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Hexagonal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Crescent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Barbed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Jumbo snare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval graspers</td>
<td>2-prong to 5-prong</td>
<td>1.3–2.5 cm</td>
<td>129–240 cm</td>
<td>Single use or reusable devices available</td>
<td>+ to +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskets</td>
<td>3- to 6-wire baskets</td>
<td>0.5 cm × 1.3 cm to 2 cm × 4.3 cm × 6 cm</td>
<td>120–240 cm</td>
<td>Single use or reusable devices available</td>
<td>+ to ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval nets</td>
<td>-Oval</td>
<td>2 cm × 4.5 cm to 4 cm × 8 cm</td>
<td>160–230 cm</td>
<td>Single use</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Octagonal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Hexagonal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval forceps</td>
<td>Different jaw-designs:</td>
<td>Breath of opening: 3–19.5 mm</td>
<td>120–230 cm</td>
<td>Most specialised forceps are reusable</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Rat-tooth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Alligator-tooth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Shark-tooth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Rubber tip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* +, less than 50 euros; ++, 50–100 euros; +++ 100 euros and more.
3.4.3. Baskets

Endoscopic baskets, such as Dormia basket, may be useful, especially for round objects that cannot be grasped with other devices (Fig. 5). Three, four and six-wire baskets are available. Retrieval baskets used with a duodenoscope during endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography are too short to be used with a colonoscope, however colonoscopic retrieval baskets do exist.

3.4.4. Retrieval nets

Differences between the large variety of nets available are related to the concavity of the net, its shape and the material used for the net. They are quite expensive but can provide a more secure grasp for some foreign bodies. It is suggested from animal studies and clinical practice that the retrieval net is appropriate for removal of smooth objects (coins, disc batteries or magnets) [35]. In our experience, they are also appropriate for en-bloc removal of food bolus (Fig. 1).

3.4.5. Retrieval snares

Any standard polypectomy snare can be used for foreign body extraction (Fig. 6). These retrieval devices are inexpensive. The main difference between the various snares available is the size of the open loop, which can range from 10 mm × 15 mm to 30 mm × 60 mm for some “jumbo” snares.

3.4.6. Balloons

Balloons can be used for removal of some specific foreign bodies such as gastrotomy tube’s bumper, variceal ligator cap, wrench, fractured overtube or bottleneck [36,37].

3.4.7. Protective equipment

Specific equipment must be used in case of sharp or bulky objects, to protect the airways and the oesophageal mucosa. This can be an overtube, whose sheath is slid over the endoscope, before oral introduction. The sheath is pushed down to the endoscope’s extremity after the endoscope has been inserted and the foreign body is trapped inside the overtube. Longer overtubes, that cross the gastro-oesophageal junction, should be used when available during removal of sharp or pointed foreign body distal to the oesophagus [7]. Another possibility is the use of a foreign body protector hood, which is placed upside down at the tip of the endoscope, and will unfurl when passing through the lower oesophageal sphincter when pulling out the endoscope and will hence protect the oesophageal mucosa (Fig. 5) [38,39]. Transparent distal caps are smaller but they are widely available from elastic band ligation kits or from endoscopic mucosectomy kits. They can be used either to aspirate impacted food bolus in a steady manner, or to protect the oesophageal wall from sharp or pointed objects (Fig. 7) [40].
3.5. **Special cases with relation to therapeutic indication, methods and timing**

3.5.1. **Food bolus impaction**

Meat is the most frequent cause of impaction in adults in the Western World (approximately 2/3 of cases) [41], whereas fish-bones are the major cause in Asia (up to 74% of cases) [42]. Risk factors associated with food impaction are use of dentures or pre-existing oesophageal disorders [10]. Whether a fish or meat bone is present in the food bolus impaction must be determined by questioning the patient and sometimes with the help of an X-ray examination.

Urgent treatment is required if the patient cannot swallow saliva because of the risk of inhalation. In any case, removal must be performed within 12–24 h [7,21]. As others, we recommend a time frame of 6 h [43] as the pressure exerted by a foreign body can cause ischaemia, necrosis and lead to perforation or fistula [7,21] if not treated rapidly.

Glucagon (1 mg, intravenously) induces relaxation of the distal oesophagus and may ease the passage of the bolus into the stomach. Nevertheless it showed no significant improvement over a placebo in a multicentre randomised trial [44]. In our opinion, it remains a safe and acceptable option as long as it does not delay endoscopic removal.

Most acute food impactions occur in the oesophagus, with very limited work space and where underlying diseases (including stenosis) are frequent and sometimes unknown at the time of the procedure (Figs. 1, 2 and 7). Endoscopic suction of stagnant saliva should be repeated throughout the procedure to maintain clear visibility. It is particularly mandatory in the hypopharynx to prevent aspiration. Intubation of the oesophagus must be performed carefully, under strict visual control, to prevent pushing the food bolus (or any associated foreign body such as denture or toothpick) through a diverticulum or to exert uncontrolled pressure on a downstream stenosis (Fig. 3). Once the bolus is reached, the possibility to evaluate the distal oesophageal anatomy is often limited. It is therefore recommended to avoid a blind push of the food bolus towards the stomach. If attempted a safe push technique consists of progressive pressure on the centre of the food bolus, with partial piecemeal resection of the mass if the progression stops [45,46]. Best endoscopic treatments include “en bloc” retrieval (Fig. 1) or piecemeal removal after fragmentation (Fig. 2), using different types of grasping forceps, polypectomy snares, retrieval net or Dormia basket [43]. An overtube is particularly useful in
cases where multiple passages of the endoscope are needed. Some authors have proposed the use of a cap to aspirate larger pieces of the food impaction [40].

Food impaction occurs in 3% of patients with oesophageal or gastroduodenal self-expandable metallic stents (SEMS) [47]. Prevention is based on education of patients to stand upright when eating, to chew thoroughly, to drink sparkling drinks during and after meals, and to avoid mucilages. Patients with short SEMS and underlying malignant disease are at higher risk of food impaction [47]. In the case of stents, push technique should be strictly avoided due to the risk of perforation and stent migration. Stent-in-stent placement should be considered when tumour ingrowth is involved.

### 3.5.2. Bezoars

Bezoars are foreign material, which can be vegetable fibre (phytobezoar), milk (lactobezoar) or ingested hair (trichobezoar), compacted and retained in the stomach. Risk of bezoar development is correlated to various disorders including gastroparesis and antral resection [48,49], hypertrophic pyloric stenosis, and intestinal pseudo-obstruction [50]. Forceps or snare are used for disaggregation and retrieval of the bezoar. An overtube is useful, because of multiple passages of the endoscope. Removal of larger bezoars may need surgery [48].

### 3.5.3. Sharp and pointed objects

Any accessible sharp or pointed foreign body should be considered as an emergency and hence extracted without delay [7,21]. The grasping tools for this type of foreign body can be retrieval forceps (Fig. 3), retrieval net and polypectomy snare. Open safety pins can be closed with a polypectomy snare [51]. The risk of injury of the gastric or oesophageal mucosa during the retrieval can be reduced by orientation (sharp tip up) of the object and by the use of protective devices (cap, latex protector hood or overtube) (Figs. 5 and 7) [7,38]. Careful manipulation of the foreign body, to protect the endoscope, should also be considered by the operator.

### 3.5.4. Long or bulky objects

Recommendations suggest extracting blunt objects longer than 3 cm and 5 cm, in children younger or older than 1 year, respectively [7,9]. In adults, objects larger than 2–2.5 cm or longer than 5–6 cm must be removed before they pass the pylorus, due to an intragastric stagnation in 80% cases and a risk of perforation in 15–35% of the cases if the pylorus is passed [52]. Endoscopy of patients with gastrointestinal foreign body (downstream the oesophagus) can wait for the stomach cavity to be empty in order to reduce the inhalation risk. A retrieval net, a polypectomy snare or a Dormia basket may be used to grasp these objects (Fig. 6). A longer overtube can also be useful. For very long objects, such as spoons or forks, the endoscopic extraction can be hazardous and surgery could eventually be preferential [53]. However, it is sometimes possible to orientate the axis of the foreign body along the axis of the oesophagus using a double operating channel endoscope [10] and using a technique with two snares (Fig. 6) [54].

### 3.5.5. Coins

Coins are the most frequently ingested foreign body in Western countries [55], particularly in the paediatric population (up to 88% of ingested foreign bodies) [6], and sometimes in adults with psychiatric disorders (Fig. 10) or in prisoners. Children remain asymptomatic in 30–40% of cases even with coin impacted in the oesophagus [56,57]. X-rays easily localise the object in such cases.

---

**Fig. 8.** Rigid oesophagoscopy by an otorhinolaryngologist trainee for extraction of a meat bolus impacted right below the upper oesophageal sphincter. Flexible endoscopic removal was attempted but was too tedious. 24h admission, uneventful outcome.

**Fig. 9.** 85-year-old male patient referred for accidental ingestion of an analgesic tablet with its blister pack. (A) Endoscopic extraction with biopsy forceps; (B) view of the 2 cm large blister after removal. Discharged, uneventful outcome.
Fig. 10. 16 year-old female referred for endoscopic management of esophageal perforation after endoscopic extraction of razor blades with suicidal intention. (A) Large perforation of the lower oesophagus. (B,C) with contrast leakage in the right pleura. (C) Another foreign body (large coin) is still visible on the X-ray, but extraction was not attempted because of the esophageal perforation; (D,E) insertion of a fully-covered self-expandable metallic stent. Oesophagectomy with mediastinal drainage was performed at day-7 post endoscopy because of a persistence leakage.
Coins should be differentiated from battery on X-rays using the border aspect that is smooth or irregular in coin and show 2 concentric circles in battery. Zinc coins (US pennies) may be corrosive and cause perforation [58,59]. The upper oesophagus is the main site of impaction (73% in children) [6]. Coins should be removed when blocked in the oesophagus, and when larger than 20 mm or with prolonged stasis in the stomach (more than 3 days). Rat-rooth and foreign body grasping forces are ample enough to grasp coins in most cases.

3.6. Magnets

The attractive force of two or more magnets or of one magnet and a metal object entails a high risk of necrosis with fistula, perforation, occlusion or volvulus [60,61]. Biplane radiographs are important to check if any other metal foreign body is present, which could be hidden behind the magnet in a plain examination. An urgent endoscopy should be performed before the magnet passes the duodenal curve [7,21].

3.7. Batteries

Ingestions of cylindrical battery are rare (0.6% of ingestions) and non severe in most cases. The widespread commercialisation of miniaturised electronic devices and games using more, larger (>20 mm) and higher voltage (3 V) batteries is associated with an increased number of button batteries ingestion since 2004, with more severe and lethal cases [19]. Children are involved in 88% of cases with frequently unwitnessed ingestion (95% of fatal cases and 85% of cases with severe outcomes) [19]. All of the severe complications due to battery ingestion are related to an oesophageal lesion, most of them in children younger than 4 years-old [19]. Button batteries can cause electrical or caustic burns, but also necrosis due to compression of the oesophagus. Toxic effects due to the absorption of the batteries’ components (related to the duration of exposure to gastric acidity) can be observed [38,62]. Mercury (but not lithium) intoxication have been reported [63,64], as well as nickel allergic dermatitis [65]. Late complications (tracheoesophageal fistulas, spondylodiscitis, uncontrollable massive bleeding) have been described days and weeks after button battery removal [19,66]. Batteries blocked in the oesophagus must be removed immediately. Batteries that resided in the stomach more than 24 h have also to be endoscopically removed. Eighty-five percent of batteries that have passed in the small intestine will transit through the body within 72 h. A polypectomy retriever net can be used for button disc batteries [35], whereas for regular cylindrical batteries the use of a polypectomy snare is more adequate. A magnetic retriever may be helpful to extract batteries or other metal objects [7].

3.8. Stents

The range of potential complications related to gastrostomy tubes, gastrointestinal, biliary and pancreatic stents is wide and cannot be detailed herein. We will focus on the management of oesophageal partially-covered (PC) and fully-covered (FC) SEMS. PC/FC-SEMS are used as temporary devices in patients with malignant stenosis and in patients with perforation or benign stenosis. PC/FC-SEMS removal is usually easily performed within 6 weeks after placement, by pulling the proximal retrieval lasso or by grasping the proximal metal end of the stent with a polypectomy snare or foreign body retrieval forceps. However, stent removal can be challenging in patients with embedded oesophageal PC/FC-SEMS (due to tissue ingrowth, whether by mucosal hyperplasia or by cancer progression), and in patients with stent migration. In a series of 124 PC-SEMS (68%) and FC-SEMS (32%) stent extraction in 95 patients, van Heel et al. reported on a successful primary removal in 89% of cases [67]. Unsurprisingly, risk factors for a complicated stent removal were the use of PC-SEMS (rather than FC-SEMS) and longer duration of stent placement [67].

Embedding makes stent removal more traumatic and therefore exposes patient to stricture formation, ulceration, fistula, perforation and haemorrhage. Many techniques for removal of embedded PC/FC-SEMS have been described, without clear recommendation on a preferential technique: pulling the proximal lasso, distal-to-proximal invagination of the stent, use of an overtube, retrieval hoods and retrieval hooks, stent-in-stent placement during 2 weeks (to induce necrosis of tissue ingrowth) [39,68,69]. In case of failure, surgical stent removal should be considered (stent removal through a gastrostomy or radical oesophagectomy in rare cases). In some situations (poor prognosis, uncontrolled malignant disease), leaving the stent in place can be an acceptable option.

Oesophageal SEMS migration occurs in 14–24% of patients [70,71]. Stent migration may lead to an insufficient treatment of the primary disease and is at risk of downstream complications (fistula, perforation and haemorrhage). Removal of displaced oesophageal stent sometimes requires a dilation of an upstream esophageal stricture, before the retrieval of the stent is attempted in the same endoscopic session. The most common method of stent removal involves snaring or grabbing the lasso, pulling on it, thus making the stent end collapse, and finally pulling back the stent through the oeso-cardial junction and the oesophagus without undue traction. As for embedded stents, multiple alternative techniques have been described for extraction of migrated esophageal stents, with no clear preference for one or the other: use of rat-toothed forceps or snare to grab and collapse an end of the stent, balloon insertion in the stent, forceps-in-snare technique [72]. Whatever the technique, a correct collapse of the proximal end of the stent must be obtained, to avoid the metal wire barbs catching on the oesophageal wall.

3.9. Capsules

Capsule endoscopy is associated with retention rates of around 1.4% [73], mostly in patients with unexpected stricture or diverticulum [73]. Among 31 cases of capsule retention (1.3%) in a series of 2900 capsule examinations, surgery was performed in 27 patients (urgent surgery in 7 patients) and double-balloon enteroscopy removal in 1 patient. The capsule was left in situ in 3 patients [74].

Capsule retention in the oesophagus (in a diverticulum for example [75]) or in the stomach is usually not problematic. In patients with capsule retention in Crohn’s disease stricture, corticosteroid treatment may be attempted as a first-line therapy. In cases where endoscopic capsule removal from the small bowel is indicated, two different challenges should be anticipated [76]. Firstly, accessing the capsule is sometimes difficult. When capsule retention is proximal to the mid-jejunum, upper endoscopy or push enteroscopy can be attempted. In other cases, upper or lower colonoscopy, double-balloon enteroscopy or spiral-over-the-endoscope enteroscopy should be considered, according to the site of capsule retention and to the presence of downstream strictures. Secondly, ancillary instruments should be long and thin enough to be introduced through the operating channel of the chosen endoscope. Polypectomy snare seems to be appropriate in most cases to pull and place the capsule back in the stomach. A polypectomy retriever net may then be used with a gastroscope to grab the capsule from the stomach and pass the upper oesophagus with the capsule [76]. Surgery can be considered in case of obstructive symptoms (before or after unsuccessful endoscopic approaches).

3.10. Narcotic packets

Body packing consists of swallowing or inserting into the rectum illicit drugs packed within balloons or latex condoms. Endoscopic
removal is not recommended because rupture and leakage of the contents can be fatal [21,77]. High risk of narcotic intoxication is present in case of symptomatic patients, of digestive retention longer than 48 h after ingestion, of poor resistance packages or broken containers as demonstrated on X-rays [78]. Radiographic monitoring is recommended and surgery is required in case of suspected leakage of packet, intestinal obstruction or stagnation of the packet in the bowel [21].

4. Results of endoscopic management

In most series, the success rate of endoscopic removal of food bolus impaction and foreign body removal from the upper digestive tract is around 95% [2,10]. It has been shown in animal models that experienced endoscopists achieve endoscopic extraction of foreign body with higher success rates and faster than fellows-in-training [35].

Even in cases where timing is optimal (urgent or less than 6 h), in 30% no foreign body can be found in the upper digestive tract [2]. In cases in which dangerous foreign body (sharp, pointed or long objects, batteries or magnets) have passed the Treitz’ angle, enteroscopy and surgery should be considered for removal. In cases with a lower risk of perforation, daily stool observation and abdominal X-ray every 3 days are necessary to assess the progress through the gastro-intestinal tract [21]. Patients should be aware of the clinical signs of intestinal perforation (sudden pain, fever, ileus).

In case of failure to remove a foreign body, several options should be considered. For upper oesophageal foreign body, rigid oesphagoscopy can be attempted (Fig. 8). Referral to a more experienced endoscopist and/or to a centre with a larger armamentarium may help (2% in adult series) [2]. Surgery is sometimes required (1% in the same series) [2].

Rates of complication after foreign body ingestion varies from 0% to 38% of cases, according to what is considered a complication (such as mucosal erosions in some series) [2,33,42,79–81]. Severe complications (including perforations, obstructions, local or regional infections [62], massive bleeding [11], fistula and foreign body migrations through the digestive wall [82]) are rare (1–5%) [2,33,42,79–81]. Oesophageal perforation is the most frequent (2%) and most feared complication (Fig. 7) [18]. Mortality rate is low, with a single lethal case in a series of 2206 children [83], and with 5 severe but non-lethal outcomes in 127,000 foreign body ingestions in adults [1].

According to a Chinese monocentric retrospective series including 225 patients with a complication rate of 9.7%, risk factors for complications (including ulcers, lacerations and erosions) were the following: time interval between ingestion and admission over 24 h, positive radiographic findings and age over 50 years [42]. In the series of 316 oesophageal foreign bodies by Sung et al. analysing similar complications, identified independent risk factors were: duration of impaction over 24 h, bone-type foreign body and size over 30 mm [81]. In a retrospective study of 1338 patients from Hong Kong with complication rate of 2.8%, independent risk factors of complications were presentation over 2 days, positive cervical radiographic findings and impaction above the mid-oesophagus [80]. Although most large series assessing risk factors for complications are from Asia (with different foreign body types relative to the Western World) and retrospective, it is likely that the key messages are the same in other situations:

(i) Most severe complications (including perforation) occur before any treatment and severe complications related to endoscopic procedures are uncommon. In a prospective study including 105 cases, the overall rate of complications was 38% and the rate of complications occurring during endoscopic removal was 9%, of which 1% was perforations [79].

(ii) It is very important to quickly recognise if a significant complication has occurred after foreign body extraction because the earlier the treatment is applied, the better the outcome. The possibility of a delayed perforation due to tissue necrosis must be kept in mind. For all these reasons, 24-h admission to hospital must be considered if the retrieval was difficult, with clinical monitoring of perforation symptoms.

(iii) When a perforation does occur, multiple treatment options are available. Endoscopic treatment can be a good option, if the perforation is diagnosed early. Immediate endoscopic clipping is appropriate when the perforation is small, before advanced contamination of the mediastinum sets in. FC-SEMS placement, covering the perforation to prevent continuing septic contamination and to aid re-epithelisation of the mucosal gap and to allow early feeding, is another acceptable option (Fig. 10) [84]. Total parenteral nutrition, broad-spectrum antibiotics (targeting aerobic and anaerobic germs, for a period 14–21 days) and proton pump inhibitors are the basis of the medical treatment. When endoscopic treatment is impossible, surgical treatment is required.

5. Follow-up

Underlying gastrointestinal diseases are frequent in patients with ingested foreign bodies, with special mention to eosinophilic esophagitis [14]. This calls for an elective endoscopy with biopsies. In situations without any severe damage at the site of impaction (either due to the foreign body itself or to the removal procedure), immediate biopsies (Fig. 3) and dilation can be proposed to document or treat specific lesions. In all other cases, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures should be scheduled (Fig. 2). Management of non-gastrointestinal conditions (dentures, psychiatric disorders) should not be overlooked.

Prasad et al. assessed risk factors of recurrence of food bolus impaction by retrospectively comparing 52 patients with recurrence of food bolus impaction to 124 controls without recurrence over an 11-year period. Presence of a diaphragmatic hernia, retrieval by piecemeal extraction and acquisition of oesophageal biopsies were associated with a significantly increased risk of recurrent food impaction, whereas physician follow-up after the initial episode significantly decreased this risk [85].

6. Conclusion

Ingestion of foreign body and food bolus impaction is frequent. Most of the foreign bodies will naturally pass through the gastrointestinal tract, however some cases will need early medical intervention. The role of the gastroenterologist is to recognize these situations and to plan endoscopic removal in a timely manner with the most adapted and adequate equipment. Finally, when blockages in the oesophagus occur, risk factors and underlying oesophageal pathology must be investigated and treated if necessary.
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